I found a bug on Google Scholar, please check the email thread below for details.
If you want to cite my paper “ImageNet Training in Minutes”, please use

@inproceedings{you2018imagenet,
  title={ImageNet Training in Minutes},
  author={You, Yang and Zhang, Zhao and Hsieh, Cho-Jui and Demmel, James and Keutzer, Kurt},
  booktitle={Proceedings of the 47th International Conference on Parallel Processing},
  pages={1--10},
  year={2018}
}

#=============================================================================================

From: Monica Westin <mwestin@google.com>
Date: Fri, Jan 31, 2020 at 2:53 PM
Subject: Re: a bug
To: Yang You <yangyouucb@google.com>

Hi Yang,

A fix is in-- we just rebuilt the base index, so it may take a few months for this change to go live.

My very best,
Monica

On Fri, Jan 31, 2020 at 11:30 AM Yang You <yangyouucb@google.com> wrote:
    Hi Monica,

    Thanks again for your help!
    Did anyone respond to this request?

    Best regards,
    Yang

On Thu, Jan 30, 2020 at 6:48 PM Monica Westin <mwestin@google.com> wrote:
    Thanks, Yang! I will alert the Google Scholar engineers.

    My very best,
    Monica
On Thu, Jan 30, 2020 at 6:30 PM Yang You <yangyouucb@google.com> wrote:
   Hi Monica,

   I hope you are doing well.

   I found a bug on Google scholar.  
   For example, you can Google my paper "ImageNet Training in Minutes".  
   It had 153 citations on Google. But you can't find the paper on Google Scholar.
   Because it was merged incorrectly to a different paper.
   The first author of that paper is also 'Y You'.

   Here is the link of the cluster:
   https://scholar.google.com/scholar?cluster=485302205715528718

   Thanks so much!

   Best,
   Yang
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